D3S ID
The wearable RIIDTM

Light on your
belt
Light on your
budget
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D3S NET

D3S
The flagship product, D3S, is the world’s most advanced, portable, nuclear
detection device used by counter-terrorist agencies to protect civilians, key
infrastructure in cities including ports, borders and transport hubs

Safeguarding
cities from
the threat of
nuclear
‘dirty
bombs’
Note: The above outcomes from
successful Port of New Jersey trial
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Source: www.darpa.mil/news-events/2016-08-23

What is D3S ID?
A discreet wearable RIID that’s
 light on your belt and
 light on your budget
The D3S ID is one of the fastest and most
accurate isotope ID devices available with
real-time alarm and adjudication in seconds
It has the sensitivity and performance of a
conventional Radioisotope Identification
Device (RIID)
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A discreet wearable RIID that’s

A fraction of the size
A fraction of
the weight
A fraction of the price
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 Three-second rolling average to detect and
identify sources of radiation
 User adjustable time for confirmation mode
 Rapid, visible, audible and tactile alert/
alarm
 Classifies and categorises into Industrial,
Medical, NORM, SNM, helping the user to
take appropriate action
 Low false alarm rate
 Includes Wide Area Search and
Confirmation Mode functions
 DARPA tested and approved (DARPA-SIGMA
Program)
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Lightweight design
Heavyweight performance

Designed for in-field
deployment
 The D3S ID is built around your
operational needs
 The D3S ID is ‘always on’ leaving you free
to get on with the job in hand
 Designed specifically for use by anyone,
specialists and non-specialists alike
 Requires minimal to no training, D3S ID is
ready-to-go, out-of-the-box
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Applications:
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First Responders
Sea Ports and Borders
Airports

Event Security
Environmental Monitoring

The power to make the
right decisions about
nuclear threats in
seconds
 The detection algorithm provides
substantial enhancements in the
detection and identification of
low activity shielded threats,
masked threats and nuisance
isotopes
 Extensively tested and
characterised in multiple DNDO
and DARPA programs
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 Gamma-ray detector
o CsI(Tl)

o 7% resolution at 662KeV Gamma energy
range
o 10,000 cps maximum Gamma throughput
o 30 keV to 3 MeV

o 20 µSv/h (2.0 mR/h) at 662 keV dose rate

 Neutron detector
o Non-ᶟHe

o 9 cps in a 1 neutron per cm² field

 Easy single button operation with LED indicator
 Instant reachback by email
 12 hour battery life
 USB or induction charging
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 Isotope library far exceeds ANSI and
international standards
 42 radionuclides – 22 more than ANSI N42.34
standard
 69 unique signatures which accounts for
shielding and mixed configurations
 Discriminates between Medical, NORM,
Industrial and SNM classes

Americium-241*
Antimony-124
Barium-133*

Indium-111
Iodine-123
Iodine-131*

Radium-226*
Scandium-46
Selenium-75

Bromine-82

Iridium-192 in various
shielding*

Sodium-22

Caesium-134

Lutetium-177

Strontium-90***

Caesium-137 in various
shielding*

Lutetium-177m

Technetium-99m*

Californium-252****
Chromium-51

Manganese-55
Molybdenum-99

Thallium-201*
Thorium-232*

Cobalt-57*

Neptunium-237

Tin-113

Cobalt-60 in various
shielding*

Palladium-109

Uranium-235*

Europium-152

Plutonium-239*

Uranium-238*

Fluorine-18**

Plutonium, reactor grade in
various shielding*

Uranium, depleted in
various shielding*

Gallium-67*
Gold-198

Plutonium, weapons grade Uranium, highly enriched
in various shielding*
in various shielding*
Potassium-40*

Yttrium-88

Notes: *Mandatory radionuclides as defined in ANSI N42.34
**Beta+ emitting radionuclide
***Beta- emitting radionuclide
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****Neutron emitting radionuclide

Why Neutron Detector?


Many radioactive materials emit gamma radiation



Low energy gamma rays may be easy to shield and hard to detect



Materials such as nuclear fuels and weapons grade material are low gamma ray emitters, but emit neutrons



Neutrons are harder to shield



 Three-second rolling average to detect and
identify sources of radiation

 Rapid, visible, audible and tactile alert /
alarm
The neutron detector increases the chance of detecting radioactive materials with lower energy gamma ray
 Classifies and categorises into Industrial,
Medical, NORM, SNM, helping the user to
take appropriate action
 Low false alarm rate
 Includes Wide Area Search and Confirmation
Mode functions
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Search Mode
 3 second rolling scan

Mode
Alarm
History

 Gamma and/or neutron identification
 Mobile phone annunciates and vibrates
 Status and notifications (visual and audio)

Dose
Rate

Isotope
Identified

Neutron
Counts

 Alarm data automatically saved and
displayed in message history
Status
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D3S Status
(temp,
battery %
etc)
Isotope
Annunciation

Confirmation Mode

Mode

 Adjustable scan time (30 secs – 5 mins) in
Confirmation Mode
 Dose Rate Indicator updates the count
rate every second
 Neutron Rate Indicator updates neutrons
detected per second every second from
start of scan
 Sharing icon allows for easy and quick
reachback from the device
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Isotope
Identified
Start Scan

Reachback
Capability

Isotope
Annunciation

Size of a PRD,
sensitivity and
performance
of a
conventional RIID
D3S ID - the high-speed Wearable RIID™
that’s light on your belt, light on your budget
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Contact
Thank you Information
Kromek Group Headquarters
NETPark
Thomas Wright Way
Sedgefield
County Durham
TS21 3FD UK

+44 (0) 1740 626060
sales@kromek.com
www.kromek.com

UK Operations

US Operations

Yorkshire, UK

Pennsylvania, USA
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California, USA

